Summer 2021

Social and Behavioral Sciences
HED f329K: Child and Adolescent Health
HS 301: Intro to Health and Society
MKT 320F: Foundations of Marketing
PHM 359K: Drugs in our society
SW f310: Intro to Social Work and Social Welfare
SOC s354K: Sociology of Health and Illness

Only one of the following can be counted:
ADV f319: Psychology of advertising
ADV f334: International Advertising

Nutrition
None are taught over the summer

Infectious Disease and Microbiology:
None are taught

Health Policy and Management:
ECO 304K: Intro to Microeconomics
ECO 304L: Intro Macroeconomics
MAN 320F: Introduction to Management
PHL 325M: Medicine/Ethics/Society
SOC s354K: Sociology of Health and Illness

Environmental Health
CE f341: Intro environmental engineering

Biostatistics and Public Health Informatics:
CS n303E: Elements of Computer Programming
CS n313E: Elements of Software Design
M s408D Sequences, Series, & Multivariable
M f362K: Probability I
M f340L Matrices & Matrix Calculations
M s358K Applied Statistics

Can count toward all concentrations:
PBH 341R: Public Health Research
Fall 2021

Social and Behavioral Sciences:
HED 329K: CHILD & ADOLESCENT HEALTH
H S 301: INTRO TO HEALTH & SOCIETY
MKT 320F FOUNDATIONS OF MARKETING-WB
S W 310: INTRO TO SOCL WORK & SOCL WELF
SOC 322F MENTAL HLTH IN SOCIAL CONTEXT
SOC 336D RACE, CLASS, AND HEALTH
SOC 369K POPULATION AND SOCIETY

Only one of the following can count toward your concentration:
ADV 305 FUNDAMENTALS OF ADVERTISING
ADV 319 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADVERTISING (offered web based and in person)
ADV 334 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING
CMS 306M PROFESSIONAL COMM SKILLS (Web and in person courses available)
CMS 315M INTERPERSONAL COMM THEORY
CMS 332K THEORIES OF PERSUASION-WB
P R 305 FUNDAMENTALS OF PUBLIC RELS-WB

Nutrition
NTR 315 NUTRITION THROUGH LIFE CYCLE
NTR 321 INTERNATIONAL NTR: DEVEL WORLD
NTR 337 PRIN EPIDEMIOLOGY IN NUTR SCI
NTR 338W ISSUES IN NUTRITION AND HEALTH
NTR 342 ADVANCED NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
NTR 343 VITAMINS AND MINERALS
NTR 355H HONORS RESEARCH

Infectious Disease and Microbiology
BIO 330 MOL BIOLOGY OF ANIMAL VIRUSES
BIO 230L VIROLOGY LABORATORY
BIO 336 TUMOR BIOLOGY
BIO 360K IMMUNOLOGY
BIO 260L IMMUNOLOGY LABORATORY
BIO 361 HUMAN INFECTIOUS DISEASES
BIO 361L CLINICAL BACTERIOLOGY LAB

Health Policy and Management
ECO 304K INTRO TO MICROECONOMICS (web and in person options)
ECO 304L INTRODUCTION TO MACROECONOMICS
GOV 357D CIVIL LIBERTIES-WB
GOV 357F CONSTITUTNL STRUCT OF POWER-WB
GOV 358 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC POLICY (no longer carries Writing Flag)
HDF 362 CHILDREN AND PUBLIC POLICY-WB
MAN 320F FNDTNS MGMT/ORG BEHAVIOR-WB (synchronous and asynchronous options)
PHL 347 PHILOSOPHY OF LAW

**Environmental Health**
BIO 370 EVOLUTION-WB
BIO 373L ECOLOGY LABORATORY
BIO 375 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY-WB
C E 341 INTRO TO ENVIRONMENTAL ENGR-WB
C E 342 WATER & WASTEWTR TREATMT ENGR
C E 369L AIR POLLUTION ENGINEERING
GEO 476K GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY
GRG 307C INTRODUCTION TO URBAN STUDIES
GRG 460G ENVIR GEOGRAPHIC INFO SYSTEMS
MNS 307 INTRODUCTION TO OCEANOGRAPHY
MNS 320 MARINE ECOLOGY

**Biostatistics and Public Health Informatics**
M 408D SEQ, SERIES, AND MULTIVAR CALC
M 408M MULTIVARIABLE CALCULUS
M 408S INTEGRAL CALCULUS FOR SCIENCE
M 340L MATRICES AND MATRIX CALCULATNS
M 358K APPLIED STATISTICS
M 362K PROBABILITY I
M 362M INTRO TO STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
M 378K INTRO TO MATHEMATCL STATISTICS
BIO 321G PRINCPLS OF COMPUTATIONAL BIO
C S 303E ELEMS OF COMPUTERS/PROGRAMMING
C S 313E ELEMENTS OF SOFTWARE DESIGN
C S 327E ELEMENTS OF DATABASES
GEO 346C INTRO PHYSCL/CHM HYDROGEOLOGY
SDS 324E ELEMENTS OF REGRESSION ANLYSIS